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Section 2.7 Vacancies and Suspensions
A vacancy in the office of County Commissioner arising from the 
death, resignation or removal of such official shall, if one year or 
less remains in the term of office, be filled by appointment of the 
Governor  unless otherwise required by the State Constitution or 
general law,be filled by a special election; provided, a vacancy 
created by recall shall be filled as provided in Section 5.2 of this 
Charter. Unless otherwise required by the State Constitution or 
general law, if more than one year remains in the term of office at 
the time the vacancy occurs, the vacancy shall be filled by a 
special election. The Board of County Commissioners, after first 
consulting with the Supervisor of Elections, shall by resolution fix 
the time period for candidate qualifying, the date of the election, 
and the date of any runoff election. There shall be a minimum of 
thirty (30) days between the close of qualifying and the date of the 
election, and between the election and any runoff election. Such 
special elections shall otherwise be governed by the applicable 
provisions of general law. If less than one hundred twenty (120) 
days remains in the term of office at the time the vacancy occurs, 
the vacancy shall be filled by appointment of the Board of County 
Commissioners.

Appointment process: The county commissioners shall advertise 
for interested applicants that qualify for the requirements of the 
vacant office. The applications must be submitted within 2 weeks 
of the advertisement of the vacancy. A Special Commission 
meeting shall be scheduled to occur 1 week following the 
application deadline. Applicants and members of the public shall 
be permitted to comment during the public comment portion of the 
appointment agenda item of the Special Meeting. Each 
commissioner will review the applicants and score them from one 
to ten. Staff will tabulate the ranking scores of the applicants and 
fill the vacancy with the applicant receiving the highest total 
number ranking. In the event of multiple applicants receiving the 



highest ranking, the County Commissioners will vote as a board 
on the remaining applicants by simple majority. The effective date 
of office shall be immediately following the vote.
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	Page 1 - 006: The timely resignation by Bryan Lober has brought attention to the rare occasion of having to fill a vacancy on the County Commission. Because there is less than a year remaining in the term, the Charter calls for the vacancy to be filled by the Governor. The language in the Charter is faulty in that it states "shall" be filled by appointment of the Governor. The Brevard County Charter does not have the power to dictate what actions the Governor "shall" do. As has been acknowledged, it is the Governor's discretion of whether or not to fill a vacancy or let it remain vacant until the next scheduled election for the position. This practice leaves the citizens of the effected district wihtout elected representation, and no guarantee to have any representation under these guidelines. To quote the Mayor of Palm Bay, Rob Medina when a similar situation presented itself in Palm Bay, "This is un-American."

When Palm Bay had a vacancy occur last year with the sudden resignation of Councilman Jeff Bailey, the Palm Bay City Council moved to appoint a member to fill the vacancy. The Palm Bay City Charter allows for Council to determine how a vacancy is 
	Page 2 - 007: filled by ordinance. When the majority of the remaining council voted to appoint a member, there was much backlash from hundreds of members in the county demanding a special election in-leu-of an appointment. Arguments were made by hundreds of individuals during public comment as well as by elected officials calling it voter supression, stripping away the constitutional right to vote, corrupt, etc. The lobbying by the community proved effective and the decision was reversed allowing for a special election to fill the seat. Those outcires are notably silent now.

Those strong arguments apply to the County as well. The arguments may even be stronger in that unlike Palm Bay, Commissioners are single member distrcits while Palm Bay Councilmen are at-large. The citizens of District 2 no longer have a Commissioner representing them that they had the right to vote for. As decisions directly impacting them are being voted on such as taxes, it can be argued they now have taxation without representation due to no fault of their own.

The citizens of each district should have the right to choose who represents them, otheriwise we no longer have a democratic process but a political one. The Governor not being a resident of Brevard must rely on the input of other elected officials and advisors in order to make an appointment to the office should he even chose to do so. This process severely lacks transparency, does not allow for citizens to take place in the process, and allows for the perception political favors, special treatments, or inpropriety, etc. 

Our Nation was founded on the premise that the people choose who represent them, not dictated who will represent them.

I propose that Section 2.7 be amended to remove the Governor appointment clause and state that any vacancy will be filled by special election if there are at least 90 days remaining in the term to allow for an election to occur. If less than 90 days, then qualified individuals can apply to be appointed to the Commission by the remaining Commissioners in the same ranking system as a County Board. If an appointment must occur, then at least it will come from those who have expressed the interest to serve, and voted on by actual elected officials of the community. 


